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Abstract: The evaluation of information retrieval systems involves the creation of

potential user needs for which systems try to find relevant documents. The

difficulty of these topics differs greatly and final scores for systems are typically

based on the mean average. However, the topics which are relatively easy to solve,

have a much larger impact on the final system ranking than hard topics. This paper

presents a novel methodology to measure that effect. The results of a large

evaluation experiment with 100 topics from the Cross Language Evaluation Forum

(CLEF) allow a split of the topics into four groups according to difficulty. The

easy topics have a larger impact especially for multilingual retrieval. Nevertheless

the internal test reliability as measured by Cronbach’s Alpha is higher for more

difficult topics. We can show how alternative, robust measures like the geometric

average distribute the effect of the topics more evenly.

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval systems require the interaction between complex systems like

weighting schemes and natural language processing. The resulting quality of a search

system cannot be predicted because of this complexity and because components have a

different effect for each language, document collection or usage context. Reliable

evaluation is crucial on the other hand in order to optimize systems. The quality of

information retrieval systems is most often evaluated based on a well accepted

methodology [BV05]. Comparable conditions for systems are created by providing

reference collections of text documents for which topics are constructed. These topics

need to represent some potential user information need. The resulting documents of the

competing systems are pooled and the documents in the pool are judged for relevance by

human jurors. This method is called the Cranfield paradigm and forms the model for

most of the scientific comparisons of search systems. In the last two decades, a large

number of evaluation results have become available. They form the basis for research on

the reliability of the Cranfield paradigm. The highest cost in the Cranfield evaluation

paradigm is associated with the human effort to create relevance judgments. Most

parameters within the model have been well researched over the last years.
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Questions driving this research were: Are relevance judgments worth the resources

dedicated to them? Do they lead to reliable system comparisons? Can fewer judgments

also lead to the same results? The role of the human jurors has been explored by

measuring their subjectivity. The interrater reliability can be shown to affect the absolute

performance values but it only marginally modifies the ranking of the systems. Effort

can be saved either by having fewer topics or by judging fewer documents per topic.

Obviously, if more topics are developed, the reliability of the results is higher. Research

needs to find an optimal balance between reliability of a test and the cost involved.

It has often been observed that the variance between topics is substantial. That means,

both very easy and very hard topics typically occur in an evaluation set. The deviation

between systems are mostly much smaller. Systems perform similarly whereas topics

vary greatly. This observation has led to several approaches for improving systems. On

one hand, systems should mainly optimize for the difficult topics which might have a

larger impact on user satisfaction than easy topics. On the other hand, systems should try

to guess which topics might be difficult and apply appropriate methods to them.

In this paper, we propose a new way of looking at evaluation results with regard to topic

difficulty. This method is applied to the results of the Robust Task 2006 of the Cross

Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF). We split the available topics into four groups

according to their difficulty. The difficulty of a topic (search task) is understood as the

mean or maximum average precision for this topic over several competing systems. This

measure is not always intuitive and does typically not correlate with the number of

relevant documents overall found for that topic.

The split proposed in this paper allows to measure the correlation of each subset with the

results of the full set and to measure the internal test reliability of a test based solely on

the subset. This analysis shows that the correlation between the full result and the

ranking based on the easiest topics which are best solved by systems is usually higher

than the correlation between the complete set and the harder topics. This is especially

true for the multilingual sub-task.

2 Related Work: Evaluation Research

The evaluation of retrieval systems is directed towards a reliable ranking of systems in

order to show which approaches and components work well for a particular retrieval

task. The ranking of the systems is desired to be valid and reliable. The best system

should also work well under real conditions.

The number of topics has often been an issue of discussion. Detailed analysis with small

subsets of available retrieval results has led to the conclusion that 50 topics can produce

a reliable result [BV02] and even 25 topics are sufficient [SZ05]. An approach to

estimate how many topics are necessary is the leave-out technique. The topic set is

subsequently reduced and the ranking of the systems is calculated based on the

remaining subset. As long as the ranking remains stable and not too many position

changes occur, one assumes that the reduced topic set would have also been sufficient.
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Such an approach assumes that the ranking based on the complete set of topics

represents the ground truth. We also take this approach in the analysis presented in the

following section. However, it needs to be noted that this goodness measure for topics is

a problematic assumption. Presumably, each topic tests some features of the system.

These features may be how well a systems handles frequent or infrequent words, how it

deals with topics with few or many hits, how it handles named entities or how well it

deals with specific issues of stemming. Each of these capabilities may be relevant during

the real use of the system and therefore each topic could be considered as a valid test for

a system. In practice, it is of course unknown which features a topic would test. It

typically is the case that some topics agree more on the ranking of the systems than

others. Some correlate more than others and might be redundant. Network analysis

techniques have been applied to identify the authoritativeness of a topic [MR07].

Identifying an optimal topic set would require more knowledge on the usage scenario as

well as the type and frequency of topics during real use.

There is also research which calls for more topics but a smaller pool which contains

much fewer documents [CAS07]. Such a shallow pool requires less human effort for

relevance assessment, nevertheless, increasing the number of topics is supposed to boost

reliability. The human effort could even be further decreased if it is directed toward

topics and documents which allow a better ranking of systems during the assessment

[MWZ07]. This idea is based on the observation that it would not make sense to judge a

document which all systems have retrieved because this document does not discriminate

between systems. Further research is necessary to investigate if that is the case for many

evaluation settings. Many different performance measures have been suggested for

information retrieval. In recent years, binary preference (BPref) has been widely adopted

as a metric for test designs where only a small portion of the documents can be assessed

[BV04]. Often, alternative measures correlate highly. Then one might argue that new

measures are not necessary. However, when the results in the system rankings differ

strongly, then these metrics measure different aspects of retrieval systems [Ro06]. It is

not yet well understood what these aspects are and in which cases the use of a variety of

measures makes sense.

A measure for the reliability of information retrieval tests has been suggested from the

perspective of social science test theory [BL07]. The measure Cronbach’s Alpha is a

variance based value which uses the results of all base experiments for calculating the

overall reliability of a test. Values above 0.8 are typically considered as indicators for

reliable tests and indicate that the test is internally consistent and does not measure

several factors. The values for various experiments within the Text Retrieval Conference

(TREC) lie between 0.85 and 0.93 [BL07]. For a retrieval test, Cronbach’s Alpha relates

the sum of the variance of the systems with the variance of the AP sum for each topic. It

will also be used in the following sections.

Retrieval systems as well as evaluation measures are desired to be robust. Robustness

can have many meanings in everyday life. A general definition is the following one:

“Robust … means … capable of functioning correctly, (or at the very minimum, not

failing catastrophically) under a great many conditions” (reference.com).
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For an information retrieval system there are many conditions or contexts of use.

Consequently, robust IR means the capability of an IR system to work well (and reach at

least a minimal performance) under a variety of conditions (topics, difficulty,

collections, users, languages …). The evaluation of robust retrieval has been motivated

by the fact that the variance for topics has been very large even for top performing

systems. Even these good systems achieve only poor results for some topics. Improving

on these topics would greatly enhance their overall quality as perceived by the user.

Users remember poor performance often better than excellent performance. It is

important to “ensure that all topics obtain minimum effectiveness levels” [Vo05]. In the

special case that the average precision for one topic is 0, a value of 0.0001 is assumed.

As pointed out by Robertson, the geometric mean can also be considered as the mean of

the logarithms of the basic results [Ro06]. Instead of the logarithm, another non-linear

transformation could be used to stress the importance of the difficult topics. At the

moment, the decision is arbitrary. In the long term, the transformation should be based

on the observation of user behavior.

In an analysis with the smaller subsets of topics and a correlation analysis with the

overall result of multilingual retrieval runs, it was shown that robust evaluation measures

lead to different results than traditional measures [MW08]. Further analysis of the topic

difficulty and its influence on the overall retrieval results are necessary.

In this paper, we propose and use a method for analyzing retrieval results in order to

detect the relation between the difficulty of a topic and its influence on evaluation

results. The same method is applied for a scenario with a robust evaluation measure.

That way we can show that the geometric mean is a better aggregating measure

especially for multilingual retrieval.

3 Context: Robust Task at the Cross Language Evaluation Forum

An evaluation track for robust retrieval has been established at the Text Retrieval

Conference (TREC). This track does not only measure the average precision over all

queries but also emphasizes the performance of the systems for difficult queries. In order

to perform well in this track is more important for the systems to retrieve at least a few

documents for difficult queries than to improve the performance in average [Vo05].

The robust task is user oriented because users often remember bad topics better than

positive experiences. In order to allow a system evaluation based on robustness, more

queries than for a normal ad-hoc track are necessary. The concept of robustness was

extended in TREC 2005. Systems need to perform well over different tasks [Vo05].

The Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF, www.clef-campaign.org) is a large

European evaluation initiative which is dedicated to cross-language retrieval for

European languages [Ma08, AN09]. A robust task has been organized for the first time

at CLEF 2006 [Ma06].
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The robust task uses test collections previously developed at CLEF. These collections

contain data in six languages (Dutch, English, German, French, Italian and Spanish) and

were almost constantly used at CLEF 2001, CLEF 2002 and CLEF 2003. There are

approximately 1.35 million documents and 3.6 gigabytes of text in the collection. The

robust task at CLEF 2006 received 133 runs by eight groups for ten sub-tasks. These

tasks included monolingual retrieval as well as cross-lingual retrieval where query and

document language are different from each other [Nu07, MW08]. For the multilingual

task, the participants chose one query language and need to search all document

collections. The result set needs to rank documents in all languages in one list. The usage

scenario is a searcher who can read in a foreign language but who can form a more

efficient query in his mother tongue.

4 Method

The following methodology was applied. From the robust task, all sub-tasks with at least

ten submitted experiments (runs) were selected for the analysis. For the bilingual tasks,

not enough experiments were submitted. If more than ten runs were available for a task,

only the best ten were included in the analysis. Most sub-tasks contain some runs which

need to be considered as negative outliers. This happens when research groups

accidentally do not index the full collection or try some very different approaches for

their experiments. These outliers are eliminated. The goal of retrieval experiments is to

find the best system and not the perfect ordering for weak experiments. For all these

runs, the performance of each system for each topic was known. Each sub-task is based

on a different document collection and a translated version of the same topics.

In the next step, the topics were ordered according to their difficulty. For that, we

adopted the most often used definition of topic difficulty: the mean average performance

of all systems for that one topic [EGK02, Kw05]. Other measures like maximum and

minimum performance for that topic and variance over systems for the topic as a

potential measure for room for improvement were tried. The topic orderings based on

these measures did not lead to consistent results. In future studies, other orderings based

on non-linear transformations favoring the systems performing best for that topic could

be tested.

The correlations between these topic orderings for individual sub-tasks are very low and

not even weak. The largest absolute value is a correlation of 0.23 between multilingual

and monolingual English. Most other values lie below 0.1. This confirms previous

findings that topics are not difficult inherently but only in connection with a particular

collection. After the ordering of the topics, four groups of topics based on difficulty were

formed. For each of these quartiles of topics, a ranking of the systems was established.

Because the robust task comprises 100 topics, an analysis with four sub-groups of topics

is possible. The split leads to a size of subsets of topics which still has a considerably

high reliability. This will be shown by the calculation of the internal test reliability.
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The rankings of the systems were subsequently compared. They were determined for

each of the four groups once by the mean average of the results for the 25 topics and

once by the geometric mean. The rankings within the group were then compared to the

ranking based on the full set by the mean average and the geometric average

respectively. We also were interested in the correlation between the mean average

(MAP) and the geometric average (GMAP) for the full topic sets.

Finally, the internal test reliability was calculated by Cronbach’s Alpha measure. This

was done for the full and the partial topic sets. It should be noted that there is only one

Cronbach’s Alpha and not one for MAP and one for GMAP. Cronbach’s Alpha is based

on the individual observations and MAP and GMAP can be seen as different ways to

reach one quality measure through different aggregation of the individual observations.

5 Results and Discussion

The main observation from the resulting ranking comparison is that the easiest topics

correlate better with the full ranking than harder topics. This is especially obvious for the

multilingual sub-task. As figure 1 shows, the correlation is lowest for the hardest topics

and higher for each following quartile of topics. It is obvious, that the easy topics have a

higher influence on the final result or they have a higher goodness in correlating well

with the full result. In a situation where the topic difficulty would be known before the

evaluation and a reduction of the set would be necessary due to resource limitations,

only easy topics would be selected. The easy tasks would determine the evaluation

results. This seems to be negative for the evaluation as a whole. Hard topics are more

likely to have a high impact on user satisfaction. Bad results lead to unsatisfied users.

From the system developer’s point of view, system failures for hard topics can give more

insight into weaknesses of systems [HB04].
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Figure 1: Correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha for the Multilingual sub-task
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As mentioned in the state-of-the-art overview above, robust measures can capture this

better than the mean average of all topics. Figure 5 illustrates this effect. When the

geometric mean (GMAP) is used to aggregate the results, the correlation between the

subsets and the full set of topics is much more evenly distributed over the four quartiles.

In addition, the correlation strength is lower for each set. The proposed analysis method

illustrates the strength of the effect and the advantage of using the geometric mean of the

individual observations.

The phenomenon observed for the multilingual sub-task cannot be seen as clear for the

monolingual tasks which were included in the analysis. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that the

easiest quartile exhibits at least the second strongest correlation over all sub-tasks. The

highest correlation always occurs in one quartile in the easier half. This shows that easier

topics also earn a higher goodness for these tasks.
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Figure 2: Correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha for the Monolingual English sub-task

At the same time we can observe another interesting trend. The subset with the hardest

and the easiest topics always have the best internal test reliability. The topics in the

middle range are not so well suited to discriminate between systems. This finding needs

to be considered in the context of the previous observation that hard topics do not

deserve enough attention. At the same time they are good in discriminating between

systems. Obviously there is a difference between the sub-tasks concerning the variances

between the individual observations.

Why do the subsets for the mono- and multilingual tasks exhibit different phenomena?

Cross-lingual retrieval requires an additional translation step. Typically, the query is

automatically translated into the document languages before retrieval is initiated. This

leads to lower performance. Due to the errors associated with machine translation, a

decrease of about 10% to 20% in MAP is typically observed. That means, for the most

often used definition of topic difficulty there are more hard topics in the multilingual

retrieval set. This difference in the distribution of the average precision values for the

topics is shown in figure 6. These topics might not be hard inherently but due to the

necessary translation. When there are more hard topics in the set, the aggregation

method is of more importance. Mean and geometric average for the multilingual task

lead to more diverging results than for the monolingual tasks.
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Figure 3: Correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha for the Monolingual Spanish sub-task
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Figure 4: Correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha for the Monolingual French sub-task

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The analysis presented here hints that an evaluation of multilingual retrieval focusing on

robustness leads to substantially different results than standard evaluation measures. The

analysis showed that the topic difficulty in cross-lingual retrieval is distributed in a

manner that robust measures like the GMAP need to be considered. The influence of a

topic set is measured as the correlation with the full set in the proposed method. In future

studies, alternative measures should also be considered.

The current robust task (at CLEF 2008 and 2009) analyzes the effect of word sense

disambiguation data on the robustness. For that end, annotated collections and topics are

provided. Systems can extract the knowledge that a word is ambiguous and what

meaning it has in each sentence. The effect of this information on the retrieval quality is

currently being analyzed [AN09].
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Figure 6: Distribution of Topic Difficulty for Several Tasks [MW08]
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